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FOOTBALLS

IPER VTB

IPER VTB

FB300 NOVA

FB700 COSMO

VT355
YELLOW SAFETY / BLACK

VTB360
ORANGE / SILVER

N5435
FOREST GREEN / METALLIC SILVER

53357
WHITE / ROYAL / BLACK

The Iper VTB is our first high quality
match-level, precise cut, thermally
bonded football. The penta hexa panels
with high grade PU cover material and
micro grooves ensure aerodynamic
speed and ball control. The panels
are sealed together to minimize water
absorption to avoid mis-shaped, water
logged footballs. The IPER VTB is our
official NRFL match football that has
been perfected to meet the demands
of premier match football.

The Iper VTB is our first high quality
match-level, precise cut, thermally
bonded football. The penta hexa panels
with high grade PU cover material and
micro grooves ensure aerodynamic
speed and ball control. The panels
are sealed together to minimize water
absorption to avoid mis-shaped, water
logged footballs.

The Nova Football provides a
seamless transition from practice
to a game. It’s hybrid construction
provides improved durability, increased
consistency of shape and reduced
water absorbtion. With soft touch,
excellent flight characteristics and
optimum retention, this ball will provide
the same high quality as the IPER VTB
but at a more affordable price, ideal for
match day or practice.

Finishing: Emboss Matt.
Cover Material: 0.60 mm PU
Foam Layer: 2.50 mm EVA
Rubber Bladder
Textured PU material
Machine stitched

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

SIZE 4,5
MATCH QUALITY

$120.00

SIZE 5
MATCH QUALITY

$120.00

SIZE 4,5
MATCH QUALITY
BOX OF 24 (one size only)

$50.00
$1080.00

SIZE 3, 4, 5
MATCH QUALITY
TRAINING QUALITY
BOX OF 30 (one size only)

$35.00
$900.00
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FB700 COSMO

FB900 HYDRA

FB900 HYDRA

FUTSAL IPER

53361
GREEN / RED / BLACK

53355
WHITE / ORANGE

53356
FLURO YELLOW / BLACK

53277
LIME / GREEN / BLACK

The FB700 Cosmo Football is the ideal
football for match day and training, a
cost effective match ball that doesn’t
compromise on quality. Machine
stitched for added durability, with PU
embossed matte material to ensure
a clean finish for the modern day
footballer. The Cosmo has a foam layer
and rubber bladder to ensure better
air retention.

The FB900 Hydra Football is training
and recreational football which is
great for a beginning player. Machine
stitched, with a PU embossed matte
material for the modern day look.
It is great value for the recreational
footballer.

The FB900 Hydra Football is training
and recreational football which is
great for a beginning player. Machine
stitched, with a PU embossed matte
material for the modern day look.
It is great value for the recreational
footballer.

The Futsal Iper is ideal for withstanding
the hard surfaces of indoor play. With it
thermally bonded, dual tech advanced
performance systems, to ensure low
rebound and great foot control. The
ball has been constructed to take on
the toughest of futsal players.

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

SIZE 3, 4, 5
MATCH QUALITY
TRAINING QUALITY
BOX OF 30 (one size only)
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$35.00
$900.00

SIZE 3, 4, 5
TRAINING QUALITY
BOX OF 30 (one size only)

$25.00
$600.00

SIZE 3, 4, 5
TRAINING QUALITY
BOX OF 30 (one size only)

$25.00
$600.00

SIZE 3, 4
MATCH QUALITY

$45.00

FOOTBALLS

SPIDER BS 300
F5753
Beach Soccer Ball with high grade
PU surface material to ensure high
abrasion resistance and durability.
Engineered with foam cushioning to
ensure a consistent, soft feel.

SIZE 5
MATCH QUALITY

$45.00
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